
“In politics nothing is contemptible.” 
                                                                                    Benjamin Disraeli.

COT Analysis

Each week, the buying power is provided. The 

commercials simply buy. This has had the effect 

of creating highly unusual distortions, which is of 

course the purpose of a QE program, to force the 

market along a particular track.

This week is no different. Once again the 

commercials bought, and bought in size. They 

pushed the index to 109%, which is a +6.7% 

variation. This is significant for the fact that it 

comes on top of an already distorted number.

Simply, the COT report indicates that at this point 

you either want to be long the market, or out 

of the market. You simply do not want the risk 

of being short the market. The Hedge Funds are 

short this market, and seemingly increasingly so. 

Their selling is holding the market to this very 

slow move higher, with days of weakness. Clearly, 

in a test of who runs out of money first, you do 

not bet against the commercials.

Technicals

The technical world will, I suspect, fall into one 

of two camps: those that see a breakout on a 

two year chart, and those that see significant 

resistance on a shorter term chart, the 6mths 

chart being a good example. This will cause much 

disagreement and discussion. The question really 

is asking: if you were to place a new position, 

which would it be? On a chart basis, I would 

hesitate, the 6mth chart to date, has been an 

accurate guide, however time frames change. 

Looking then at the 9mth chart, the bulls have 

it. The 9mth chart holds the recent trading well, 

and provides ample upside. Is the time frame for 

reference changing? No-one can really answer 

that going forward, only in hindsight. I will say 

that $150.oo on the SPY is a potential target over 

the next two to three weeks.

The reason for this opinion is this: first the COT 

commercials, can, with the approaching numbers, 

continue to push the market higher, before, we 

reach a real inflection point for the commercials, 

which due to the Open Market Operations by 

the Federal Reserve, produce some potential 

headwinds. Second it is a legitimate breakout 

on the longer term charts, which, although 

uncomfortable on shorter time frame charts, 

must be respected, and given some weight.

Put/Call Ratio

Has turned down again, thus indicating a bullish 

posture. This indicator, particularly the market 
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based statistical position, is also showing distorted 

readings. In a QE based market, unfortunately, 

this is the state of affairs, everything becomes 

distorted.

Operation Twist

We have a net [-$3.5 billion] this week. This again, 

is not something that if you are bullish, that you 

want to see. The way to approach this is possibly 

from the net figure for the month, which is +$7.o 

billion. This is higher than all the previous months, 

which were April +$1.o billion, May +$2.o billion, 

June +$2.o billion, July +$6.o billion, August 

+6.o billion. The traditionally weak months of the 

summer, possibly have been targeted to ensure 

that the market, if it doesn’t move higher, at least 

doesn’t crash.

Europe

The Europeans and the ECB seemingly, have 

embraced the QE mentality. If this is the case, the 

European contagion is likely put on hold for some 

while yet. This while certainly bullish for European 

bonds, and by extension, European stocks, what 

about US equities? It would seem that European 

bonds, will now attract yield hungry Hedge Funds, 

looking for gains, and able to leverage. I don’t 

think that this will impact US equities, as, US 

equities are rising on the back of the commercials, 

not really anyone else. Thus, no real change.

Trade of the Week

Remains the market neutral KO/PEP pairs trade, 

which moved into profit last week. There is still 

a spread to close, and this process is underway. 

It would seem that this trade will work well, and 

have the added benefit of keeping you market 

neutral in this difficult market.

Summary

If you have directional exposure, you want that 

exposure to be long. You do not want to be short 

this market. I would expect to see many bearish 

opinions this weekend cropping up in blogoland: 

ignore them. Do not be tempted into short 

positions. Do not fight the Fed. If you cannot 

stomach a long position, then a market neutral 

position, for swing trades makes perfect sense at 

this time.

duCati System

Remains long. On the 21’st of September, we 

have Options expiry. As I sold premium for this 

expiry month, I will be closing out positions, and 

opening new ones. At the moment, I have 100% 

profits from the premium sold.

I will contact all those who utilise this strategy 

by e-mail, with calculations for your particular 

exposures, as they are different from mine. If 

for some reason I miss you out, contact me via 

e-mail or the blog.

Until next week, jog on, 
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